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Anyone Can Level Up

Every voice within an organization—from the novice to the executive—holds the potential to
inspire, drive change, and shape the future. FindYourVoice champions this belief, crafting
culture positive workshops that align both individual aspirations and corporate objectives. 

Improving Individuals & Building Better Teams

Communication barriers, whether among
executives strategizing the next move or team
members collaborating on a project, can hinder
progress and breed misunderstandings. The
essence of FYV lies in addressing and overcoming
these very challenges. Our workshops are
designed to cater to every tier of an organization. 

Tailored Content for Dynamic Results

Our expert facilitators will work closely with your team to customize the content and
exercises to ensure that each session aligns perfectly with your desired outcomes. By the
end of the workshop, we will foster a "Speak Up" culture within your organization,
encouraging team members to engage in constructive discussions, share insights, and
contribute to the team’s collective success.

Discover more about our transformative workshops by visiting our website
www.fyvcommunications.com. For real-time updates, testimonials, insights,

and tips, follow us on our social media channels.
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ORGANIZATIONS
Propel strategic alignment,
elevate productivity, and
instill a culture of open

dialogue and innovation.

TEAMS
Strengthen cohesion, reduce
ambiguities, and maximize
collaborative endeavors.

INDIVIDUALS
Boost personal growth, establish

trust in one's communication
abilities, and pave the way for

upward mobility.

Collective Benefits

With FindYourVoice, the journey from potential to performance becomes an empowering
narrative. Whether it's a budding professional looking to leave a mark, a team keen on
synergizing efforts, or a leader aiming to inspire, FYV ensures they all "Lead with
Confidence." Dive into an experience where every voice isn't just heard, but also revered,
guiding teams and organizations towards unparalleled success.

Terry Beard and Dr. Kaitlin Leonard merge decades of diverse entrepreneurial experience
with a passion for personal growth. Together, they co-founded FYV, offering evidence-
backed methodologies to equip teams with vital communication tools. Their hands-on,
relatable approach, combined with tangible results, makes FYV an invaluable partner for
organizations aiming to foster genuine leadership and cohesive team dynamics. Their
commitment: to unlock and elevate every individual's potential, making workplaces more
harmonious and productive.
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